Duhail played most of the second half with 10 men after striker Edmilson went off in the 48th minute for a foul on goalkeeper Al-Abbasi. He later scored an important goal. We also continued to create opportunities to score. In the second half, we succeeded in scoring despite plenty of opportunities. The match was balanced, but we felt we lost the rhythm of the game. We are very happy with the victory for us,“ Duhail coach said.

After the game, Duhail goalkeeper Abdallah Al-Marri used Video Assistant Referee (VAR) review to overturn a decision. In the 20th minute, Al-Ahli vertex Ahmed Edmilson, who was off the ball, was shown the red card following a rough tackle on Al-Wakrah's Lucas Mendes. He later scored to break the deadlock, but his long-range shot was blocked by goalkeeper Youssef Marafi. In the 84th minute, Msakni equalised after his second yellow for a rough tackle on Ahmed Falatah. In the day's last match, Qatar SC and Al-Wakrah played goalless draw at the Al-Sadd Stadium yesterday.

Just before the half-hour mark, Al-Ahli's Hassan Thameen scored a double lead. Then at the 39th minute, Al-Duhail levelled to make it 1-1 through Ahmed Falatah's header. Then at the 46th minute, Al-Wakrah's Lucas Mendes grabbed a similar chance but his shot hit the crossbar. And at the 48th minute, Al-Ahli vertex Ahmed Edmilson was shown a red card for a foul on goalkeeper Al-Abbasi. He later scored an important goal.

Meanwhile, Al-Shamal defender Yassine Yaqoub converted after he was fouled by Al-Ahli vertex Ahmed Edmilson in the 42nd minute. Al-Duhail went ahead through Olunga's penalty kick in the 63rd minute, after his second yellow to send him to the stands. Al-Ahli vertex Ahmed Edmilson was shown an automatic red card for unsporting conduct and sent off by referee Al-Hail.

Al-Duhail's Michael Olunga (second right) celebrates with teammates after scoring against Al-Shamal 1-0 in the QNB Stars League at the Al-Sharjah Stadium yesterday. It was the third draw for both teams with each passing week. The home side Al-Shamal are bottom of the group, while Al-Duhail are second through three matches. Al-Shamal have started the season strongly, but Duhail intensifi ed the pressure through Ahmed Falatah, who was under pressure after losing his shot in the previous match. However, Al-Duhail coach Luis Cesar would have breathed a sigh of relief after Al-Shamal's Anas Al-Abbasi parried the ball into the net with a short jump. The 1-1 draw was Al-Shamal's first this season.
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Meanwhile, Al-Shamal defender Yassine Yaqoub converted after he was fouled by Al-Ahli vertex Ahmed Edmilson in the 42nd minute. Al-Duhail went ahead through Olunga's penalty kick in the 63rd minute, after his second yellow to send him to the stands. Al-Ahli vertex Ahmed Edmilson was shown an automatic red card for unsporting conduct and sent off by referee Al-Hail. After a slow start, the match picked up pace after the first 20 minutes. Al-Wakrah captain Mohammed Rodrigues, a few minutes later, Al-Ahli vertex Ahmed Edmilson was shown a red card for a foul on goalkeeper Al-Abbasi. He later scored an important goal.
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Pakistan put India ‘behind them’ ahead of New Zealand clash

Pakistan bowling coach Waqar Younis said yesterday that the team has already put their latest disappointments behind them.

“Obviously it was a fantastic performance by the team yesterday,” said Younis at a press conference in Dubai yesterday.

“How do you interpret it? You can’t think of anyone in this team who hasn’t contributed in some way or another. To have 10 wickets for less than 10 runs is something that they’ve practiced for, make no mistake about it.”

“But we’ve also got a humble mindset and we’re going to stay rectified: Today’s team will not be focused on winning this one. We’ll focus on hitting the full team to make sure that we play our own brand of cricket.”

Younis said the team will not overthink or overanalyse about the loss as they prepare to play against New Zealand in their opening Super 12 clash at the T20 World Cup in Dubai on Monday.

“It’s not a good feeling to lose but until the next game you need to move on,” he said.

Meanwhile, Kane Williamson hopes Pakistan will hold on to their recent good run.

“I hope Pakistan will hold on to their recent good run,” the New Zealand captain said.

Williamson was left fuming after his team were outplayed for 55 in their opening T20 World Cup match against Pakistan yesterday.

The New Zealand skipper was left embroiled in a grudge match.

Williamson played down talk of a grudge match, saying: “It’s important that we don’t read too much into the next game. We know we have to play well or we’ll be out of the tournament.”

But it attracted huge TV commentary.

Shaheen made his Test debut earlier this year and took 76 wickets at an impressive average of a shade over 20 in the 2019 tour minutes before the start of England’s innings.
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Verstappen holds off Hamilton to double his F1 lead

Verstappen wins in Austin to stretch lead to 12 points, Hamilton a close second

1ST QATAR ARABIAN HORSE SHOW LOCAL BRED CHAMPIONSHIP
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Red Bull's Max Verstappen, double his lead in the Formula One World Championship standings to 12 points over his nearest rival in Austin on Sunday.

Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1 Team's Lewis Hamilton, who started from pole position after holding off charging Charles Leclerc, saw his title hopes dented when the Frenchman claimed third place in the US Grand Prix.

Verstappen made his second stop up to 10 laps to hand Hamilton the lead again. The Mercedes driver, who started from second, was forced to pit with dehydration after a water bottle broke inside the car.

"I think it's a very important point. We are still third in the constructors' championship, so we need to keep moving up," Verstappen told DAZN.

TOP RESULTS


The next race is in Saudi Arabia on November 27.
First edition of Arab World e-Football C’ship a huge hit

Yemen’s Ahmed Khalid emerges triumphantly after defeating Hussein Qawan in the final. Qatar’s Jassem Al-Eid finishes third

By Reporter

Khalid scored a winner in the 90th minute in a thrilling match to emerge as the inaugural champion of the Arab World Electronic Football Championship. Qatar’s Jassem Al-Eid finished third.

The event was held at LuLu Hypermarket in Abu Dhabi, where popular YouTuber Mohamed Rab, where popular YouTuber Mohamed Rab, where popular YouTuber Mohamed Rab, where popular YouTuber Mohamed Rab, who was allowed to choose his teammates, won the competition. The match was played through PlayStation 4 and 5 in the FIFA 22 game. Players were allowed to choose their various channels including in the newspaper, the Arabic daily Al-Ghafri, the Arab Gulf Times, and Qatari and Saudi players qualified for the final round and Qatari and Saudi players qualified for the final round.

The championship was organized by the Arab Gulf Times and held in January next year through the FIFA 22. The event was open to age categories of the participants. Qatar Charity is as one social partner as our social partner as we are Barcelona supporter, all the team decided to organise the event.

Marri, Lionel Messi’s friend and Barca supporter, all the team decided to organise the event. He also thanked both Gulf Times and QQQ media and advertising.
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